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Market Review 
 

Due to the increasing risk appetite, it is of no surprise that the KLCI was one of the weakest performers in the 
region, after Thailand’s SET, which continues to be plagued by political unrest. The KLCI closed the month up 
9.3% to 1,174.9 points, versus the MSCI Asia Pacific ex-Japan, which rose 10.6%. Investors spent the earlier part 
of July digesting the implication of PM Najib Razak’s liberalization measures as well as the additional goodies 
targeting at improving the living standards of Malaysians. The goodies include, 20% discount on Touch and Go, 
new low cost housing, improving basic utilities for rural folk, etc. Separately, Consumer Sentiment Index for 2Q09 
rose 26.9 points to 105.8 points and has rebounded to pre-Lehmans levels. 
 
Asian equity markets experienced a short and shallow consolidation before rebounding with the MSCI Far East 
ex-Japan Index (MXFEJ) rising 13% for the month - a much quicker end to the consolidation period than we had 
expected.  We believe that Asian markets are likely to be choppy with an upward bias in coming months as 
investors try to reconcile whether the near term improvement in corporate profitability and economic indicators 
have already been fully priced in by the sharp rise in equity markets.   
 
During the month of July, the Dow Jones rose 8.6%, while the Nasdaq followed with a rise of 7.8%.  The Nikkei 
lagged the Dow Jones and rose only 5.8% in US$ terms. Asian markets, however, have all risen. Indonesia’s JCI 
and Korea’s KOSPI were the two best performers during the month, gaining 17.9% and 16.2%, respectively, in 
US$ terms.  Laggard markets included Thailand, India and Malaysia. 
 
Despite the sharp rises in recent months, the reasons for our guarded optimism are as follows.  First, broad 
economic indicators around the region and the world are either stabilising or improving and this can now be seen 
even for the US economy.  This recession started with the pricking of the US real estate bubble via the sub-prime 
market and, after more than two years, some stabilisation of the US housing market can finally be seen.  The 
Case-Shiller Index, an index of house prices across 10 cities, shows that a bottom in house prices is now forming.  
The index registered a 16.8% yoy decline for May, the fourth consecutive month of smaller yoy declines after a 
record decline of 19.4% yoy in January 2009.  Housing inventory is also starting to clear.  Around the Asian 
region, the decline in GDP growth is starting to narrow, thanks to the aggressive fiscal stimulus programmes of 
the respective governments.  Should exports now start to show some recovery, sentiment for the market should 
hold.  In Singapore, which has been hit hard given its open economy, PM Lee has stated that the Singapore 
economy is “now in a stronger position” even as he cautioned on the weakness of the advanced economies.   
 
Second, US corporate earnings season is indeed improving.  Although there were pockets of weakness, the 
overall trend has been encouraging.  For example, the recent corporate earnings announcement in the U.S. 
indicates that for every company that surprised on the downside, 3 companies surprised on the upside, although 
much of this upside surprise came from cost cutting measures.  This ratio was about 1.5x for end-2008 and about 
2.0x for first quarter 2009.  It may just be the case that analysts, having been too pessimistic on corporate 
earnings, do not want to raise earnings expectations too quickly, resulting in companies likely to continue beating 
earnings estimates into the next quarter.  Again, this bodes well for Asian markets as it should mean that 
downward pressure from a weak US market will be absent. 
 
Third, Asian policy makers, despite some pronouncements by the Chinese authorities, continue to be 
accommodating, keeping the financial system awash with liquidity and low interest rates.  Therefore, although 
Asian markets have risen back above pre-Lehman levels, valuations for equity markets are not excessive.  With 
risk-free investments and credit markets delivering very sedate returns, and with these returns being low for a 
number of quarters, investors are likely to edge away from some of these risk-free and lower risk assets towards 
other riskier asset classes such as properties and equities.     
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Hence, with the improvement in the US economy, the lack of over-valuation in many Asian markets, the low returns 
of other asset classes, Asian equity markets are unlikely to see a sharp correction to the lows seen earlier this year.  
That said, for more conservative funds, equities exposure should be reduced.  Markets in which we expect more 
upside include Asian markets such as the Philippines, Thailand, and Korea.  We remain cautious on India, Taiwan 
and selective Indonesian companies given the sharp rise of the index versus fair values.  For the rest of the other 
Asian markets, we would prefer to be selective, adopting a stock picking approach.  Selectively, we continue to like 
financials, properties, commodities and technology. 
 


